
Parts-oriented
manufacturing solutions

WINEMA Precision Turning Cell (PTC) –
The fourth dimension in rotary transfer machining 
The new WINEMA PDZ enables machining of the complete outer 
contour of the workpiece without positioning errors, and with 
micrometer accuracy! The stable WINEMA PDZ is integrated into 
the machine as a decoupled turning cell, free from any drive and 

Take advantage of fast rotary transfer with the possibilities 

  Vibration-proof cast construction
  Complete machining of the outer contour
  Internal machining possible
  Highest concentricity when turning between centers
  Up to 3 modules can be used in a WINEMA RV 10
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Our customers’ workpieces have special 

metries, raw materials and batch sizes –

transfer machines for the most diverse 

combined with constant high quality – 
that’s the most noticeable feature of the 

Behind our machines and services are 
experienced employees who carefully 
and responsibly follow established quality 
guidelines, and engage independently in 

and to meet all the expectations of our 

are the basis of our continuing business 

Customers from the most varied industries 

kinds of sectors including automotive, 
electronics, gas and welding technology, 

fastening technology and, of course, in 

stantly, we support the further development 
of our quality management system, and we 
also maintain a continuous improvement 

of a WINEMA machine are manufactured 

ding to the strictest of quality standards, 

Your advantages with WINEMA are obvious: 

innovative solutions, you’ll always be one 
turn ahead of the competition!

WINEMA transfer machines are modular in design, to suit 

Individual flexibility
and consistent quality



 

Ø

Not even a fraction of a second ever gets 

goal, and to achieve it, there has to be 
perfect division of the processing steps at 

sound processing expertise that WINEMA 

In the old days they always used to say that 

Today, our rotary transfer machines are 

clamps, unrivaled accessibility, and a CNC 
 

with ease – so new workpieces can be set 

 
with WINEMA you’re always one turn ahead 

Don’t waste any time! 



 

workpieces is also possible due to the 

respectively are required for any one 

production, this enables throughput 

rod/coil at two clamping stations respectively 

In this version, two radial machining units 

also be used upstream of the indexing 

production of workpieces that are even 

Reliable quality with high unit performance, a modern 

component changeovers – rotary transfer machines from 

Parts and benefits

able workpieces and CNC axes in our 
machines, changeover time can be reduced 

over within a parts family works in just the 
same way as it does between workpieces 

Complete tool changes at all stations can 
be done in just a few minutes, thanks to 
the HSK interface and the individual tool 

low part costs, even with the smallest of 



 

Ø

gnillor   
gnilbbow   

gnittuc-daerht   
gnissecer   

gnisserpmoc   
gnidaeb   
gnikcehc   
gnisserp   

– gnillor daerht laitnegnaT     
turn threads at incredible speed

 gninrut rof strap denrut noisicerp    
between centers

stinu gnitnuom dna wercs    
secived gnikram / gnikram    

gninioj    
seid / sehcnup gnittuC    

  deburring
  chamfering
  drilling
  embossing
  rubbing
  sawing
  milling

  plunging
  turning
  brushing
  multiple machining
  knurling
  reaming
  CNC contour turning

combines the rod feed with a piercing or turning 
operation before the workpiece is clamped in the 
clamping plate, enabling the external contour or 
parts of it to be machined before they lie in the 

front of the clamping plate with coil production 

additionally clamped during machining in a 

enables a saw feed that is optionally adjustable 

calculations and simulation, guarantees 

and appealing machine design allows best 

single station on a WINEMA transfer 

machine has had its machining technology 

dual processes are perfectly coordinated, 
so that all machining units use up almost 
exactly the same amount of processing 

WINEMA RV FLEXMASTER – 

the machine concept for more precision and productivity



 

Ideal for the production of small workpieces

nantly chip forming machining of workpieces in a 

quill units are CNC controlled as standard, with 

maximum yield combined with exemplary setup 

noticeable right away from the tidy, very accessible 

shorter product lifecycles, changes to the component, 

market and nonetheless achieve production speeds 

retraction all take place within that time (without 

This CNC controlled rotary transfer machine is 
designed for the machining of workpieces in one 
clamping with a typical part size in the diameter range 

workpieces with a maximum of two transverse 
machining operations, the front door can now be 

Feed

Radial milling unit

drilling and milling operations (thread milling contour
milling) or an angle head for face machining (key 

ding swarf exchange (diameter change), tools, 
programs setup data, and retraction (without 

The WINEMA RV 10 FLEXMASTER – The WINEMA RV 20 FLEXMASTER – 



 

RV 10 RV 20 RV 30

Max. material diameter - rod

Single part 

Max workpiece length

Clamping stations 

Part performance per minute
(double production) (double production)

Machining units 

Stroke, machining units 

Clamping system
Hydraulic 

Hydraulic 

claws

Hydraulic 

Control 

Quill feed CNC CNC CNC

Weight (depending on equipment)

Dimensions (machine only)

consistently designed to produce maximum yield 

conditions for the processing of even more complex 

shorter product lifecycles, changes to the component, 

nonetheless achieve production speeds that were 

nantly chip forming machining of workpieces in a 

rod via the WINEMA loading magazine or as a press 

up to three sides can be simultaneously machined 

determined stations, and, if necessary, the clamping 

are CNC controlled, with hydraulic drives and direct 

The interface developed by WINEMA for the top 
jaws enables clamping jaws to be exchanged within 

the rod feed, a form rotation unit can be placed in 

so that the outer contour or parts of it can be 

WINEMA FLEXMASTER seriesThe WINEMA RV 30 FLEXMASTER

Ideal for medium and large workpieces



 

our endeavor to continuously improve our factory 

of our customers, and to retain and improve our 

Our work is determined by he needs of our 
customers, the requirements of the market 

and welcome any wishes and suggestions you 

technology – those are the guiding principles of 

We help you – 
competently and quickly

Certification

Whether it’s problems with installation, 

we’re here to help you!

European and American markets as well as the 

WINEMA internationalTo ensure that your WINEMA rotary transfer 
machines remain constantly operational, our 

ledge of your machine, and support you with 


